SAN SALVADOR EL SALVADOR (AP) — Army troops killed at least six leftist protesters yesterday during a five-hour gun battle in a mountain town near the capital, witnesses reported. It was the second day of fighting following Monday night’s overthrow of the rightist government by members of the military.

Only hours before the latest fighting erupted, leaders of the new leftist government claimed their coup had prevented a vote with “blood and sea of blood” in the Central American nation.

However, sources within three major leftist organizations said yesterday that their groups would not accept the new government and would continue their fight. Witnesses said the six persons killed belonged to a group that had put up barricades at the town’s entrance earlier in the day. The same witnesses said leftist in the towns were still in control of the city hall, the church, and other buildings.

There was no official confirmation that the troops had fired on the protesters.

Monday's coup toppled the rightist government of Gen. Carlos Humberto Romero, regime was the target of mounting leftist violence.

The new leaders appealed for calm and reconciliation in the divided nation, but moved quickly on Tuesday to crush a series of leftist disturbances in towns near the capital.

They declared martial law, imposed seven-hour curfew starting at 10 P.M. and banned public gatherings of more than three people to discourage attempts at a possible counter-coup by leftists who may believe that the coup will result in nothing more than a continuation of the old system. Heavily armed troops patrolled the main streets and entrances of San Salvador and principal plazas and parks.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A federal judge ruled yesterday that President Carter acted improperly in terminating the United States' mutual defense treaty with Taiwan without first getting congressional approval.

U.S. District Judge Oliver Gasch ordered the Carter administration to take no action to terminate the 25-year-old treaty unless the administration received approval by two-thirds of the Senate or a Majority of the House of Representatives.

Gasch’s ruling came in a suit brought by Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., and 25 other members of Congress.

Goldwater hailed the ruling as the first time “in the nation’s almost 200 years of constitutional history that a federal judge has ruled directly on the power of treaty termination. It means that no American defense, even the president, can break the law of the land.”

Gasch said he hoped the “president will now submit a proper request for the Senate’s approval of his policy on its merits, rather than continue the battle over Congress on an issue of constitutional power.

However, a Carter administration spokesman said the ruling would be appealed.

When Carter announced last Dec. 15 that he was granting full diplomatic recognition to the People’s Republic of China, he also exercised an option in the Taiwan defense treaty allowing either party to terminate the other in the event of an attack by the mainland.

The treaty, in which the United States agreed to come to the aid of Taiwan in the event of an attack by the mainland Chinese, would end Jan. 1, 1980, under Carter’s inauspicious terms of the treaty with a faithful ally, who has not violated the terms of the agreement.

The result of this unexpected $3,700 expenditure was an additional $2,700 of revenue that could not be cut. Hamel claimed the organization needed a $960 which will be deducted from the Homecoming could not be cut. These events include: Mr. Cameron, the firework balloon, and the executive dinner at the Board’s Head.

The midnight movie may have to be cut or at least have a $1 admission fee charged.学生 Union also appealed its allocation request for legislative functions that indicated that other universities provided monetary compensation for volunteer organizations. Student Body president asked the board to consider the "importance of such a decision" in voting. Hamel cited statistics that that indicated other universities provided monetary compensation for volunteer organizations.

... resolves budgetary problems...
News in brief

Jury sentences cold-blooded killer to death by injection

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - Roger Dale Stafford was sentenced to death yesterday night by a jury that earlier in the day convicted him of executing six steakhouse workers inside a freezer where he had herded them during a $1,300 robbery. The jury deliberated for about an hour during the penalty phase of the case. In considering Stafford’s guilt, the jury required only 27 minutes to reach its decision on the six first-degree murder charges. State law provides that the death penalty be carried out with an injection of barbiturates.

Soviet bomber from SALT II

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Foreign Relations Committee voted 9-6 yesterday against including the Soviet Backfire bomber in the count of weapons permitted under the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty, or SALT II. Democratic Sens. Richard Stone of Florida and Edward Zorinsky of Nebraska joined four Republicans in voting for the proposed change. The measure was widely regarded as a “killer amendment” because it would significantly reduce the arms control treaty and almost certainly force new negotiations. Senate Republican Leader Howard H. Baker of Tennessee, in offering the amendment, said U.S. negotiators were out-traded by the Soviets, who insisted the Backfire is not a strategic weapon.

Market shows slight rally after year’s worst decline

NEW YORK (AP) - The stock market halted its worst decline of the year yesterday with a moderate rally led by energy issues. But trading was light, and prices were slipping from their mid-afternoon peaks as the market closed. The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials, which had fallen 68.09 points over the past seven sessions, rose 1.20 to 830.72. Less than two hours before the close the average had been up more than 7 points. NY Stock Exchange volume dropped off to 29.43 million shares from 33.77 million, setting the slowest pace since a 24.93 million-share day on Oct. 1.

Weather

Partly sunny and mild today, with highs near 70. Partly cloudy tonight with lows near 50. A chance for showers setting the slowest pace since a 24.93 million-share day on Oct. 1.

Congressional Budget Office

in The Observer, received no funding because the board viewed the venture of funding the club initially for loan collateral would simply be too risky an investment. GIA received $500 which the board felt was quite a beneficial allocation since GIA is a top service organization on campus. The Sailing Club received $300 in order to help get started.

in The Observer

The Observer, received $300 in order to help get started.
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... Budget

College Bowl also received $100 to get off the ground.

The Pep Rally Committee received $150 to insure that the rallies scheduled for this year are financially possible.

The board is not funding the Black Cultural Arts Commission simply because the group already receives a direct $500 grant from the University.

... Tickets

Rockin’ You from the Tower, Tomite with Rock-n-Refrospect, from 11-12

Followed by the Album Hour, Only on Notre Dame’s Student Rock, AM 64, WSNDF

make your reservations early for “The Hotel California”

nd homecoming dance

make your reservations early for “The Hotel California”

nd homecoming dance

make your reservations early for “The Hotel California”

nd homecoming dance

make your reservations early for “The Hotel California”

nd homecoming dance

make your reservations early for “The Hotel California”

nd homecoming dance

make your reservations early for “The Hotel California”

nd homecoming dance

length of stay - Thursday, Oct. 18

check in - 9 pm

muster by one of the big bands

room location - stepan center

sponsored by the student union social commission

tickets on sale at student union offices and dining halls
Benefactor of the poor

Mother Teresa wins Nobel

OSLO, Norway (AP) - Mother Teresa, the "Benefactor of the Poor," won the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize yesterday and said she would spend the $100,000 purse on lepers and the destitute who has dedicated her life.

"Poverty and hunger and distress also constitute a threat to peace," the Nobel Committee said in naming the sixth woman to win the prize.

Mother Teresa, a Roman Catholic nun, daughter of an Albanian shopkeeper and now a citizen of India, said she accepted the award "in the name of the poor."

Her order, the Mission of Charity, was founded in Calcutta's slums in 1948 when Mother Teresa opened her first school for dying children and refugees, and has often been mentioned as a possible recipient.

A Carmelite sister was another nominee for the award for her Middle East peace efforts. She was first nominated for the 1978 award, too late to be considered, and was nominated this year. She received a special mention for his efforts in the citation given to the 1978 Peace Prize laureate.

Student Government has announced that all students must have their banners approved prior to the USC game. Distasteful banners will not be allowed on the field. Security will be on the field to enforce uncompromising rules.

A Student Government task force will review the banners in the LaFortune Rathskeller tomorrow from 3:30 - 5 p.m. and on Saturday from 9:30 - 10:30 a.m. All approved banners will be delivered and transported to gate 17 at the stadium where students may pick them up 15 minutes after half time begins. Students will also be issued special half-time passes allowing them on the field at the end of the half.

BURN'S RENT-ALLS

2 Cu. FT. Refriger. $55 per year
new shipments of refrigerators have just arrived also TV's Steamer Carpet Cleaner 10 off with student ID

LARGE BBQ GRILLS AUTO TOOLS
FLOOR Care EQUIPMENT

532 W. MISHAWAKA 259-2833

SUPPORT
THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS LOLLIPPOP SALE

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS IN SOUTH BEND
ON SALE
NOW IN THE DINING HALLS
ONLY 50!

Professor lectures tonight

"Science as a Liberating Art" will be the topic of a lecture delivered by Dr. Phillip Sloan in the library lounge tonight.

Sloan, an associate professor in the General Program of Studies, also teaches in the University's Graduate Program in the History and Philosophy of Science. The research and publications focus on the history of science from 1500 to 1900.

The lecture is one of a series sponsored by the General Program of Liberal Studies.
MAS followed by supper every FRIDAY at the BULL SHED 5:15 pm

TOWN & COUNTRY LIQUORS HAS THE BEST DEALS IN TOWN

has the best deals

10% off all beer, wine & liquor (except above specials) in all 4 of our convenient locations:

- Case of OLD MILWAUKEE in Quarts
- Case of PABST BLUE RIBBON
- Case of MILLER CANS
- Case of RED "WHITE" & BLUE CANS
- Case of STROHS CANS
- Quarter of vodka
- Half gallon of vodka
- Quart of whiskey

WE HAVE ONE OF THE AREA'S LARGEST SELECTIONS OF WINE. WE ALSO STOCK KEGS.

10% off all beer, wine & liquor (except above specials)

for all your party supplies!

... El Salvador

(continued from page 1)

occupied by other troops. The new government has promised a general amnesty for political prisoners and exiles and to disband the paramilitary organization known as ORDEN, which is one of at least two rival guerrilla groups united against salutary groups. The new government also promised to legalize political parties of all ideologies and fire all generals who had posts in the Romero government.

The new leaders said Romero had lost control of the rightists who were killing prominent leftists and union leaders. The capital itself remained tense, and some taxi drivers were refusing to make trips into the center of the city because of earlier gunfire in the area of the cathedral.

Leaders such as Archbishop Oscar A. Romero, leaders of the Roman Catholic Church in El Salvador, asked Salvadorans to wait and see if the government keeps its promises.

Romero, an active critic of the Romero government, gave his blessing to the new leaders soon after the coup.

... Law

(continued from page 1)

the goldwater suit on June 6 on the grounds that the Senate had not yet expressed its views on the treaty termination issue.

Within hours of that court ruling, however, the Senate voted 59-35 for a resolution stating that the Senate believed the ending of mutual defense treaties was a power shared by the president and itself. The resolution was attached to a bill that has not received final Senate approval. Gasch, however, felt that this would be the best time to introduce our club officially, he added. "Our slogan is stUSC, (stew US C) and we've developed a recipe for "Irish Stew" which includes Vagas Ferguson, Trojan horseman, Rusty Lisch, and Tom Foley, all cooked over a gridiron. The dish is to be consumed in victorious, ravenous fashion.

According to the Generals, the Irish Army has applied for club status at the Student Activities office, and is backed by Tom Hammell of the Student Union, James McDonnell, Director of Student Activities, verified the fact that the Army has taken an application for club status.

The club has verbally submitted a purpose, and if they carry out this purpose effectively and submit it in writing, there is a definite chance that they will be recognized as a club," McDonnell said. "They chose a good week to introduce themselves, with the USC game this weekend," he added. McDonnell also noted that the status of the Army depends greatly on how they're able to reach the student body. "My main concern is that they ... in good taste," he said.

"We hope to be recognized as a club soon," General Disorder said. "Our goal is to stress the fact that the Army has taken an application for club status, and to show our love for Notre Dame. We want the Army to catch on for the school." Irish Army members of initiating spirits include personal ads in the Observer, the sale of USC buttons, and uniformed appearances in the winning tailgates. Army members will appear in uniform by request at parties and pep rallies. Their uniforms consist of green and yellow helmets and T-shirts.
Engltsh tutor

woman needs quit her job and go on welfare unable to b’ tutored she must to enable her to take English 272-7955 or Sue at 4-1-4515.

information contact Betty at Board Meeting in November.

third party Members will ve from the candidate or from a nomination may come directly on the committee, and should

and participation in ICH sup­port projects. Nominations ana to set policy for the committee. Members also represent ICH in their communities, encouraging organization. Committee mem­bers include humanities disciplines, non­humanists who nevertheless - a humanitarian approach to their scholarship work, or academic administrators who, by training or vocation, are familiar with the humanities. Each new member will serve one three year term, and should include a brief biography and personal photo. The nominations may come directly from

Korean woman needs English tutor

The Neighborhood Study

disappeared in recent months, they are likely to reappear during the upswing of the next business cycle - perhaps in 1981 or 1982,” Ernst testified.

There's nothing more revealing than a naked diamond.

The diamond you buy should have nothing to hide. That's why it's advisable to select your stone and mounting securely.

Before a diamond is mounted, your jeweler can easily demonstrate its cut, clarity and carat weight to you. With this help, you will be able to see and compare the brilliance of different stones yourself.

Brilliance is the key to beauty in diamonds. Always look for a diamond that has been cut and polished to bring out all of its natural brilliance, one that meets the exact­

There is no substitute for a diamond that has been cut and polished to bring out all of its natural brilliance, one that meets the exact­

Just the ideal. These are called ideal cut diamonds. LK Ideas Cut Diamonds ensure you of getting the most beauty and value.

There is no substitute for a diamond that has been cut and polished to bring out all of its natural brilliance, one that meets the exact­

Join the sales team that needs no introduction.

Xerox equipment is a corporate necessity. We're an industry leader and, of course, the original. You'll start by learning our diversified business. Then join the sales force that sold an industry. We offer advancement that can't be duplicated. In sales positions, and communications.

Xerox is the information center of the future.

Introduce yourself to a leader!

We're interviewing students with a Bachelor's or Master's Degree and determination to get ahead.

Check with your college placement office for dates and schedules. Then talk to our campus representatives.
In 'plain English'

States advocate simpler legal language

NEW YORK (AP) - Down with the hereafter. Abolish the aforementioned.

In other words, get rid of the gobbledygook.

Across the country, efforts are under way to make sure that contracts and other legal documents are written in language people understand.

All people - not just lawyers.

The trend started in the early 1970's in the banking and insurance policies to be written in plain English. In other places, state regulations have ordered simplified forms.

In 1978, New York became the first state to require all consumer contracts for less than $5,000 to use words with "common and everyday meanings." Maine and Connecticut have similar laws and 'plain English' proposals have been introduced in more than a dozen other states.

"I think the people are entitled to an insurance policy that they can understand and read and understand what they have just paid their good money for," says Joe Christie, former chairman of the Texas State Insurance Board.

The board ordered insurance companies in 1977 to include a plain English "outline of coverage" in individual health policies. Christie says he hopes the rules "will hasten the day when you no longer need a Black's Law Dictionary and a Philadelphia lawyer to determine if your claim is covered."

Insurance Services Office, a rating and statistical service with about 1,100 subscribers, has developed standardized, simplified forms for car and homeowners policies.

The new forms, approved for use in more than 25 states, have bigger type, fewer words and more space between the lines than the old ones. Here's an example of what the change means:

The old version of the introduction to the standard auto insurance policy said the company "agrees with the insured, named in the declaration, made a part hereof, in consideration of the payment of the premium and in reliance upon the stances in the declaration and subject to all the terms of this policy."

The same section of the revised policy says: "In return for payment of the premium and subject to all the terms of this policy, we agree with you as follows."

Some people - most of them lawyers - argue that you need the complicated language. They say court rulings are based on specific words and phrases. Change the words and the rulings won't hold up.

"There are some legal thoughts you just can't set forth simply," says Wilbur Friedman, president of the New York Lawyers Association.

So far, however, there have been no reports of legal precedents falling by the wayside, of insurance claims complicated by a lack of syllables. Most laws on plain English include provisions saying that contracts are valid even if readability rules have been violated.

[continued on page 7]

OCC gives security tips for break

The Off-Campus Council has released these suggestions for off-campus students over October break:

- Mark all valuables with a stylus pen. These are available in the administration building, at local banks, and in hardware stores for about $5. Engrave these items with your driver's license number and the abbreviation of your state.

- Store valuables either on campus or in a securely locked closet over break.

- Pre-set timers on lights and radion, etc. are available in hardware stores for $4-$5.

- Ask landlords to keep an eye on your mail. They will make periodic checks for you in your absence.

- Notify the Post Office to hold your mail.

- Keep records of serial numbers on stereos, receivers, etc.

- Have a peephole installed.

- Keep records of serial numbers on stereo, receivers, etc.

- If you are robbed, be sure to notify police, ND Security, and your landlord.

- If you meet a burglar, don't confront or provoke him or raise a weapon against him which may be turned against you. Try to remember what he looks like. If you wake up to find a burglar in your house or apartment, the wisest move possible is to pretend you are still asleep.

- Books containing additional security suggestions are available in the off-campus room of LaFortune Center.

"Tom, crying in your beer is one thing ... but when it's Stroh's you've gone too far."

Stroh's. For the real beer lover.

The trees and the souls here await the promise of new life. (Photo by Mike Bigley.)
Indiana senator introduces bill to increase student loans

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Sen. John R. Mutz said yesterday he will ask the legislature to increase the amount of money available for student loans by authorizing a non-profit organization to make the loans from banks.

The Indianapolis Republican said the proposal was a recommendation of a special task force group appointed by him. Bowen to study student loan problems.

Mutz said the corporation which would be established if his proposal is approved would sell tax-exempt bonds to raise the money to buy student loans from the banks and then the bonds would be repaid as students paid back the loans.

In addition, the federal government, which approved such corporations in the 1976 federal tax laws, provides subsidies which allow the corporations to buy more loans and provide incentives to banks to participate.

Mutz said similar procedures are already in use in 11 other states.

Under his plan, Mutz said Indiana banks would continue to grant the loans and would have the final say on determining who is eligible. That procedure, he said, already in use in Indiana, has avoided the loan default problem which has plagued student loan programs in some other states, where state agencies or the colleges themselves process the loans.

The chance to sell the loans to the corporation would provide an incentive for banks to participate because they would not have to tie up their money for years in a low-interest loan, he explained.

Mutz said his plan provides that the corporation could provide additional incentives to banks, such as buying the loans for more than their value. For example, the corporation might pay a loan origination fee, similar to the "points" charged on a mortgage, when they buy a loan from a bank, Mutz said.

The task force determined there were two major problems with Indiana's student loan program.

The first was that in certain areas of the state, not enough banks were participating, and the second was because of the increased college costs, banks were not able to make enough money available to meet the demand for state-guaranteed, low-interest loans.

Bowen aide Brian Bosworth said Wednesday the short-term problem is that when a group of banks agreed to grant loans to students outside the areas they normally served.

In addition, Bosworth said, additional banks have agreed to participate in the program because they feel a proposal such as Mutz's will be approved by the legislature.

Mutz said the bond sales could provide up to an additional $8 million a year for student loans, roughly the amount the governor's study found was needed. He said about $20 million in guaranteed loans are issued in Indiana each year.

The loans are primarily sought by students from middle class families whose incomes are too high to qualify them for grants, and scholarships based on financial need.

... English...

[continued from page 6]

Assemblyman Peter Sullivan, sponsor of the New York law, scoffed at opponents. "Some lawyers are bitter because they're going to have to learn the use of the language," he says.

Stephen Noetsker of the Insurance Services Office says he's not sure what all the hencefoths and wherefores would mean in practice, "It will be the first place. "Consumer contracts seem to have been written over the top and from time immemorial," he says.

Richard Lohmeyer, executive director of Plain Talk Inc., a non-profit group which promotes the use of simple language and which is sponsoring a campaign to educate the public in Washington, D.C., this weekend, says the mumbo jumbo may have had a meaning once upon a time. He also says there are indications that it goes back to the day when lawyers were paid by the word.

Plain Talk believes that "all the public documents, the things you have to fill in to read ... should be clear and easy to understand," says Lohmeyer.

One problem with making things easier to read is deciding how easy is easy enough. Some states use readability formulas like the one developed more than 20 years ago by Rudolf Flesch, a consultant on the use of language. Lohmeyer says formulas can help, but he warns that their use is limited.

A contract could be signed, he says, "be readable and make no sense at all.

STereo CLEARANCE HOUSE HAS LOWEST S.T.E.R.E.O. PRICES

Pioneer 5570CI (includes 24Kt Silver) $159 Tocuh 11701012D. (includes 21W 237.50
Audio speaker for main room $85

For free Catalog has many more deals on major brands, even lower prices on our exclusive brands.

Phone 438-7015. Ask about our 1985 manufacturer's guarantee. We try hard to keep our prices as low as possible. But we can't always be sure we'll find out how much we can buy current $348 for 150. If we stock the item, you'll be billed.

Tech 1980 Jacoby St. Johnston, Pa. 15944

Lawyer's assistant

A Roosevelt University Lawyer's Assistant represents the mark of quality and acceptance in today's legal community.

If you are a college graduate and qualify, why not give yourself an advantage by attending Roosevelt University's Lawyer's Assistant Program which is fully accredited by the American Bar Association.

Since the Fall of 1974, 1250 graduates representing 230 colleges and universities have chosen Roosevelt's Lawyer's Assistant Program for their career training.


Over 325 law firms, banks, corporations and government agencies throughout the United States have hired Roosevelt graduates.

Earn the credentials that count as a Lawyer's assistant
**Editorials**

**P.O. Box U**

**What's wrong with women?**

In his column which appeared in Monday’s Observer, Pat Byrnes presented his case for not allowing women to be priests. I believe that his arguments contain several flaws, and I wish to present the case for ordaining women.

The first obvious issue is equality. The pope stressed the universal dignity of mankind during his recent trip to the U.S., but in his universal dignity, equality is purely a central part of the Christian faith. The reason for this equality demand is that women are to be fully participative in the mission of the Church. Because of this straightforward demand, the burden of proof rests on those who claim that women should not be ordained as priests. They must prove the fundamental reasons that override the rights of women to full participation in the mission of the Church.

Opponents of women in the priesthood usually argue from one of three different approaches.

All of these approaches have serious problems. Some try to undercut the entire argument by pointing out that the priesthood is not essential to one’s salvation and therefore no harm results in denying it to men. The shallowness of this argument becomes apparent by applying it to another group. Since a person who is called to be a priest becomes a priest, the priesthood can be saved even if he does not become a priest, there would be no harm in excluding blacks from the priesthood. Since many colored priests have become saints while they were married and raising a family, Mexican women would have no reason to complain if they were not allowed to enter the convent.

Of course, this reasoning is absurd. But, then, people have many subtle ways of trying to prove that their discrimination does not harm its victims.

Another argument begins with the obvious statement that men are different from women and somehow concludes that women are therefore unfit for the priesthood. This argument is simply invalid. Apples are different from oranges, but that does not mean that since apples are edible, oranges must be inedible. Because they are both fruit, one must show how it is that apples are edible, but that does not mean that since oranges are not edible, oranges must be inedible. In the same way, those who argue against the ordination of women must present a relevant difference between women and men. Many others may be missing.
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The first obvious issue is equality. The pope stressed the universal dignity of mankind during his recent trip to the U.S., but in his universal dignity, equality is purely a central part of the Christian faith. The reason for this equality demand is that women are to be fully participative in the mission of the Church. Because of this straightforward demand, the burden of proof rests on those who claim that women should not be ordained as priests. They must prove the fundamental reasons that override the rights of women to full participation in the mission of the Church.

Opponents of women in the priesthood usually argue from one of three different approaches.

All of these approaches have serious problems. Some try to undercut the entire argument by pointing out that the priesthood is not essential to one’s salvation and therefore no harm results in denying it to men. The shallowness of this argument becomes apparent by applying it to another group. Since a person who is called to be a priest becomes a priest, the priesthood can be saved even if he does not become a priest, there would be no harm in excluding blacks from the priesthood. Since many colored priests have become saints while they were married and raising a family, Mexican women would have no reason to complain if they were not allowed to enter the convent.

Of course, this reasoning is absurd. But, then, people have many subtle ways of trying to prove that their discrimination does not harm its victims.
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Karla Bonoff has temporarily blown her chance for stardom. Her first album, Karla Bonoff, displayed her songwriting with compelling melodies like, "Second Offering," "Lay Down Beside Me," and "I'm Not Always Love?" but her second release, Restless Nights, is an anticlimactic letdown. All the new tunes are listenable, even enjoyable, but lack the emotional sincerity and subtle simplicity of the first album. "Trouble Again," and "Every Time You Walk In The Room," as examples, are catchy little clichés that try to pass off Karla as another Linda Ronstadt. Unfortunately, Karla lacks a powerful vocal style, so the songs sound like something trying to copy Linda, who can't quite do it. "Restless Nights," "Baby Don't Go," and "Loving You" are pleasant melodic hooks, but their repetitiveness draws the songs to a tedious level. As if that wasn't enough, these cuts come complete with extravagant arrangements to drive the same seven notes into the listener over and over - and nothing much at all.

On Karla Bonoff, the session musicians were used sparingly to supplement and enhance the songs, but on Restless Nights, they are excessively indulged; thus becomes the song. The cut "The Letter," "Only a Fool," and "Never Stop Her Heart," which, simpler, more acoustic arrangements and mellower themes are Karla's forte. Her attempt to explore more commercial experimentation, however, fails to compromise the sincerity of her songwriting. It is her simplicity and honesty which makes her so appealing, not her musical style.

The album, The Long Road, is a mere 14 tracks, played by Don Henley and Glen Frey from their studio. The resulting product is a fine all-around album. There are no outstanding cuts, but each one has a great deal of merit. If there is one bad song on the record, it must be "The Greeks Don't Want No Freaks," a humorous anti-fraternity song, that can't be taken seriously anyway.

The band is laid back, tight and more laid back. Some of the guitar solos, like on "Knee Deep," are outstanding. "Can't Tell You Why," are crisp, clean and more laid back. The album is put down so much you miss them the first time around.

In summation, the Eagles have produced another winner, though I can't say you're (pun intended) nuts. Perhaps it is because of the sublety of the album; the audience is so low that the total effect is pleasant but not mushy. This reflects a concern of the group to convey their message to themselves, but in their listeners as well, who get little effort to understand what is playing. In an age where scenery, raucous leads and solos, and more musthlke entertainment, it is refreshing to find someone who can relax and truly listen to and that is what Eagles fans have been telling us all along.

Karla Bonoff and the Eagles release their first album. With a simple black cover apparently designed to blend in with the rows of lp's in your local record store, it seems the champions of American soft-rock are out to conquer. Perhaps too reluctant, about providing some new Eagles tunes for their listeners, that romp out from fears about measuring up to the phenomenon of the Eagles, their listeners are beginning to return. As a result, this new album should prove to be a winner, though I could say that the accolade is pure rumor, or you could have heard for yourself last Saturday night in Stepan center.

No doubt the comment was made during karaoke night that "this is the night to be alive," with all students present. He has since given up fame and fortune to live a relatively obscure lifestyle within the confines of Christian music. The group began on a rather mellow note, as Bruce Hirdbard, who later became the lead singer, formed a piano solo while Keaggy proceeded to awe the audience. He formed a piano solo that has made guitar players in the audience turn green with envy. The solo was totally spontaneous, as was the entire concert, and Keaggy touched on almost all genres of music. In telling the crowd of his conversion to Christianity, Keaggy mentioned that he discovered there was more to life than money or fame. Although a good portion of his music is dedicated to spreading the good news of Christianity, Keaggy ripped off some older tunes from his beginnings. As the show came to an end, a roaring crowd of fans would make it in the morning.

The soft rock band, Restless Nights, a daughter company of the Eagles, is in town. McKinley Morganfield, otherwise known as Muddy Waters. The Mark Hannah Blues Band played two sets first of primarily rockin' blues. The all white blues band (a rarity) started their set with "Mes'lin with the Kid." It wasn't Johnny Winter but it was solid and the band cooked. The performance was filled with covers and instrumental originals. Stand outs were such tunes as "Nadine" and "Lucille" but the best was saved for last as the band did a Junior Walker classic. "Shogun." The Mark Hannah Blues Band was well received by the crowd, but when Muddy entered the stage from the front door you knew who the crowd was there for.

By the time the Muddy Waters Blues Band came on the stage, all the pinball tables were empty and the last few of their hit singles. As he settled into his stool and took his guitar, his eyes half closed, he proceeded to put forth what he was famous for; hot, nasty Chicago blues. Nothing is to be taken away from the rest of the Band. Jurry and Jerry Portnoy on harmonica were both prime on the audience turn green with envy. Later played bass for Keaggy, per­haps even reluctant, about providing some new Eagles tunes for their listeners. He has since given up fame and fortune to live a relatively obscure lifestyle within the confines of Christian music. The group began on a rather mellow note, as Bruce Hirdbard, who later became the lead singer, formed a piano solo while Keaggy proceeded to awe the audience. He formed a piano solo that has made guitar players in the audience turn green with envy. The solo was totally spontaneous, as was the entire concert, and Keaggy touched on almost all genres of music. In telling the crowd of his conversion to Christianity, Keaggy mentioned that he discovered there was more to life than money or fame. Although a good portion of his music is dedicated to spreading the good news of Christianity, Keaggy ripped off some older tunes from his beginnings. As the show came to an end, a roaring crowd of fans would make it in the morning.
Do you want to become a certified SCUBA DIVER?

All interested ND-SMC students-

Organizational meeting Tuesday, Oct. 30 at 7:30pm in Room 2D of LaFortune Student Center. If you are serious, come ready to pay a $30 deposit.

Course Fee Includes:

★ Textbook and all class materials.
★ Your own mask, fins, & snorkel to keep.
★ Other equipment rental
★ Licensed NASDS instruction

EDUCATION LOANS

446.00 427.00 415.00 402.00 390.00 377.00 364.00 351.00

Turkish elections generate uncertainty

ANKARA, Turkey (AP) - Turkey, a key NATO ally, faces an uncertain future after national elections that generated more questions than answers.

The immediate result of Sunday's balloting was the resignation of Premier Bulent Ecevit's 21-month-old leftist government. But no party now commands a majority in parliament. And, though Ecevit has joined others in calling for a "strong and effective" new government, the likelihood is a weak coalition possibly unable to take swift action.

Such is the case at a time when Turkey, whose 30-year experiment with democracy has twice been interrupted by military intervention, faces difficulties at home and abroad, including:

★ Inflation approaching 100 percent.
★ Massive gas lines.
★ Shortages of several essential goods including coffee, light bulbs and medicine.
★ Terrorism that resulted in 100 deaths a month during Ecevit's term and the imposition of martial law in 15 provinces.

Negotiations with the United States over four key American defense bases and American use of Turkey's air space to monitor the SALT II agreement have been stalled since 1974.

Six-time former premier Suleyman Demirel and his centrist Justice Party were the big winners in Sunday's voting, capturing 47 percent of the vote. But the multimillion-dollar balloting involved only about a third of the nation's 20 million eligible voters, and Demirel is said to favor new general elections in an effort to win a clear mandate.

Staging such elections won't be easy, however, even though the turnout in Sunday's voting was high: 73 percent despite threats by terrorists.

Traditionally, national elections are held in the spring because of the difficulty of campaigning and voting during the harsh Turkish winter.

A Turkish Foreign Ministry official said in an interview Wednesday that there was "good will" between the United States and Turkey in efforts to reach a new defense agreement by Jan. 9.

But the same official warned that Turkey does not intend to keep the four bases opened without an agreement.

Turkey closed down the four bases in 1975 after Congress imposed arms embargo on Turkey following its invasion of Cyprus. However, the bases were subsequently reopened and now are of greater importance to the United States because of its intelligence losses in neighboring Iran.

Turkish elections generate uncertainty

Doyle wins Trojan hunt

Peter Doyle of Grace Hall has won the WSND-sponsored "Find the Trojan" contest by finding a picture of Charles White in the crock of a statue of the statue of Moses by the Library. His package of packets included the homecoming packet.

Tom Lange of Dillon and Phillip Kelly of Stanford also won packets by being selected in the lottery held yesterday.
In stock market

Will there be another crash?

by Greg Hedges
Assistant Editorial Editor

Frenzied stock market activity always brings fear to the mar­ket speculator. When it occurs in the month of the 50th anniversary of the Great Dep­ression, even the most sophisti­cated investor will quake. Will there be another Crash? Two factors must be consid­ered before deciding the effect of the recent hysteria in Wall Street: the margin requirement and the short term interest rate. Residues of the 1920's are cited as a key factor in causing the Crash. When an investor decides to buy stock on the margin, he provides only a fraction of the total investment; the remaining amount comes from a loan from his broker or the bank. In October 1929 the margin requirement was so low that many people had put up only 5 or 10 percent of their own money for the purchase of stocks. When the Cras­tificate was sud­denly hit, the investor's stock was bought up for less than the amount of his loan in most cases. The investor then re­ceives what is politely referred to as a margin call--that is, a telegram from his broker de­manding more collateral to cover a certain percentage of his loan. If the investor does not have the necessary funds, his stocks are sold. This happened quite often in 1929, causing the Crash to be an endless spiral of lower stock prices and forced sales.

"Observer Insight"

The massive sales spree that is occurring as of late cannot be attributed to lax margin restric­tions. In October 1979 there exists a margin requirement of 50 percent as set by the Federal Reserve, a person may borrow no more than half the cost of a stock purchase. Even though stock prices have sharply de­clined lately, a spot check of South Bend brokerage firms shows that forced margin calls seem to be light. The market is protected from a great deal of forced selling. Last Wednes­day's record was caused by something closely related to the margin requirement--the short term interest rate. The Federal Reserve's recent credit-tight­ening policies brokerage houses are charging record high rates on the funds they lend to investors. Bache, Inc., for example, levies a minimum fee of 15 percent and charges as high as 17 percent interest on its smaller accounts. When investors sense a profitable market place, they do not concern themselves with the high interest rates; they borrow with the hope of receiving even greater gains. If they sense a less than lucrative market stock prices fall, and investors sell the stocks they own to pay back their loans; making it less profitable to borrow. It is in a combination of high interest rates and a lack of money-mak­ing opportunities in the mar­ket that caused last week's extraordinary sales volume.

A Crash will not occur as it did in 1929, insofar as margin requirements are concerned. High interest rates and a lack of profitable opportunities are the two conditions causing the cur­rent decline in stock prices.

(continued from page 2)
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...Budget

The Amos Tuck School of Business Administration
Dartmouth College • Hanover, N.H.

Men and women seeking
EDUCATION FOR MANAGEMENT
are invited to discuss the

TUCK MBA

with

Marilyn Hammond
Admissions Representative
Friday, November 2
Placement Office 283-8342
213 Administration Building

River City Records Welcomes

Jay Ferguson
of spirit and Jo Jo Gunne fame
with special guest the country rock of

Heartsfield

Wednesday, October 24 8:00pm
Morris Civic Auditorium

Tickets 88.50/87.50 all seats reserved and
are now on sale at river City Records,
50970 US 31 North 3 Miles north of
Campus from 10-10, 7 days a week.

Call 277-4242 for further information
A Hot Legs Production

The WH0

• Pete Townshend • Roger Daltrey
• John Entwhistle • Kenny Jones

In Concert!

Friday December 7 8:00 pm
Pontiac, Michigan Silverdome

Tickets are now on sale exclusively at
RIVER CITY RECORDS
50970 US 31 North Call 277-4242 for further information

The Observer
ND fans find Hunter's hands golden

by Frank LaGrotta
Sports Writer

When they gather after the season down at Mary O'Grady's pub, you bet your four-leaved clover they'll be drinking a few to the Fighting Irish. And when the tall turns to Tony Hunter, the fans say, "Hey, Mrs. O'Grady, and bring us another round of gold!" It's to the football fans who are the toast of this fine sport of a fall.

Chances are, Hunter will de sent ever so many gallons of golden ale that's raised in his name. The 6'6" split end is a glove fit for the "halids of gold" tag reserved for only the best receivers. After five games this season he has 10 catches to his credit for 271 yards.

If you've misplaced your slide rait, that's 271 yards every time he gets his mitts on the ball. 

"Begorra, Mrs. O'Grady! Send out a tub o' green beer, if you please," says Hunter. Of course, sometimes Hunters gets more than his average - the last Saturday, for instance, when he shelled the Air Force secondary for 80 yards and a touchdown on the very first play of the second half.

"I'm glad you brought me along on this trip to fine Pearl Harbor!" (Which, by the way, was the last time Hunter stood amidst the ruins of the U.S. military.)

But Hunter streaked into the end zone; some patriotic official decided that Notre Dame had interfered on the play. So for God, country, and tempers flitted he threw the flag and Hunter's effort was all for naught.

"Every time I score, I look back up the field for a flag," admits Hunter, who has scored more than his share of six-pointers since he started playing football back in Cincinnati. "Of course I was upset that the touchdown was all gone, but then I always am after looking at the films, there really wasn't any interference on the play."

But Hunter was determined to get that long touchdown and the play was called the same play early in the last quarter, number 89 made sure nothing went wrong. He bear his man again, caught the ball and flew 75 yards for a touchdown.

This time there were no flags. "It was nothing more than a simple sideline pattern," explained Hunter modestly. "I just got behind the defender and started running."

When he stopped, Lindy and he had orchestrated the six-longest pass play in Notre Dame history and the longest since 1958 when Bob Williams hit Gary Myers for 75 yards against the Navy.

"It was exciting to catch the second one after the first one was called back," Hunter snalld. "Besides, it was my first long touchdown catch at Notre Dame and I was glad of that."

If Hunter hopes to remember all of his catches he better get a huge file and start listing them game-by-game. Nowhere does the cliche, "and he's only a freshman," more apply than to Hunter who sometimes feels unknown even to himself thinking he's a seasoned veteran.

Tony could definitely play for any team in the nation," states George Kelly, the Fighting Irish linebacker coach. "He has great ability and a great attitude."

Kelly was right - especially about the attitude. Hunter could play for any team in the land.

And when he was high school senior, every one of them was after him.

"It got pretty hectic there for a second about a month after I was a first-team selection on every All-American team in the country," explains Hunter. "I'm 6'6" and 235 pounds. The people I met on my visit to Notre Dame were the nicest people I've ever met. Southern Cal has great advantages, but Notre Dame has better people."

Just who has the better athletes should become evident a second or when the Trojans invade Notre Dame stadium for their annual clash of the fall.

"We knew we had to have him," says George Kelly, "and we were going to get him."

"He's the kind of guy who throws to the right guy and he's got great ability to get open and find the open one too," adds Hunter.

But Hunter was determined to get the ball to the right guy and he's got great ability to get open and find the open one too. Hunter 
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"That's all you can ask out of a place," Hunter adds. "But that stuff isn't the most important thing to me. Heck, I'll scrub floors if it helps the team win."

Tony Hunter is a footballer, the simple game, "just loving catching passes," he says softly as if the act were something sacred to him. "I believe God gave me an ability and every time I use it I am honoring Him. It's a great feeling to catch a pass and know you are helping your teammates. It's something I hope I can do for a long, long time."

"That's all you can ask out of a place," Hunter adds. "But that stuff isn't the most important thing to me. Heck, I'll scrub floors if it helps the team win."

Tony Hunter is a footballer, the simple game, "just loving catching passes," he says softly as if the act were something sacred to him. "I believe God gave me an ability and every time I use it I am honoring Him. It's a great feeling to catch a pass and know you are helping your teammates. It's something I hope I can do for a long, long time."

"I'm going to college." says Hunter. "I believe in myself and in my coaches, and I believe God gave me an ability and every time I use it I am honoring Him. It's a great feeling to catch a pass and know you are helping your teammates. It's something I hope I can do for a long, long time."
By Ruth Huffman
Women’s Sports Editor

Getting ready for a football game is a lot like putting together a jigsaw puzzle. The coaches and players form the heart of the puzzle while the band and cheerleaders closely bind the heart to the border. The spirit of the students and alumni.

One vital piece is needed to complete the puzzle, the center piece. Spirit forms the nucleus when preparing for a game, especially one like Southern Cal.

Everyone is busy getting psyched to defeat the Trojans in his own way. Some are out buying everything green in sight, some are saying novenas, and some are sending letters to Santa Claus.

Rick Pinkowski, chairman of the pep rally committee, and his workers are planning a rally to join all the emotions boiling inside the Notre Dame and Southern Cal rally, like all others sched­uled this year, went into the planning last spring.

The committee is responsible for reserving Strepian Center, contacting the band and cheer­leaders, lining up speakers, and publicizing the rally.

“Over the summer I wore jerseys to old football players like Jack Snow and Ziggy. We try to get all Americans or names people will recognize and mix them with modern era players,” explains Pinkowski about speaker selection.

Pinkowski stresses that coaches, players and on-campus fig­ures also make interesting guests for the rally. Head­lining the Southern Cal speakers will be Dan Devine, assistant coach Gene Smith, Chuck Male and Digger Phelps.

Friday is a hectic day for the committee with set up at Nipan beginning around 2 p.m. Ropes are set up to restrain the crowd from interfering with the band and guest speakers. Stage and sound system must be set up and checked.

Just prior to the rally the speakers and the master of ceremonies will get together and plan an outline of events.

“Usually the rally is pretty spontaneous. We basically leave order up to the speakers because they usually have a preference,” says Pinkowski.

“This is the first year that we’re totally independent,” remarks Pinkowski. “We asked Student Government for $600 that we needed to have a great year, but they only gave us $100. We’ll have to get by. Unless an interest is shown in this South Carolina rally, we’ll have to cancel it because we just can’t afford it.”

Though preparation of the rally is often a hassle Pinkowski feels the troubles are worth the results.

“I think it’s for the team, the student body and the alumni. It gets the crowd really psyched and motivated for the next day.”

Leprechaun Steve Muething also feels that pep rallies are a vital asset to the Irish spirit. “It sets the tone for the entire weekend.”

It is optional for the team to get up that morning and have the rally. “It lets you know that everybody is following you is a good feeling. It also lets you know that the older players are really there,” adds Muething. “Waymer feels the rally truly builds team spirit.”

“Waymer feels the rally truly builds team spirit.”

It’s brought us all back to Notre Dame again.

That oneness appears periodically throughout the year, unmistakable, but all-too-fleeting. It’s there on that first day back from summer vacation, it’s there during a walk back from the dorm window and we are lonely and we are one.

But for some reason, the oneness that joins us together this weekend is more un­mistakeable than at any other. The other moments of oneness are there, and should be more consciously claimed. We are the shoulder-padded, well-prepared members of the varsity. T 

The only real tragedy will be one, and names us “we”; it is the force that demands that we together as one. But that claim is ludicrous. The only real tragedy where we must grow. We must become together as one. But that claim is ludicrous. The only real tragedy with the shoulder-padded, well-prepared members of the varsity.

It’s not merely a fanatic desire to defeat USC because of their domination in recent years. Because they’ve certainly dominated now.

But there’s only one Notre Dame.
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But there’s only one Notre Dame.

We have the potential of being a family. And what holds us back
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Molarity

by Michael Molinelli

Sorin stages pep rally tonight

Sorin Hall will sponsor a USC pep rally on the porch of Sorin tonight at 8 p.m. Chuck Malo, Scott Zerock, Bobby Leopold, Brendan Moynihan, Coach Joe Tenuto and officer Tim McCarthy will speak at the rally. The hall will hold a talent show Saturday at 9:30 a.m. featuring 12 resident acts. Everyone is invited.

There are easier ways to pay for college.

Conducting telephones, waiting tables or parking cars may not be the only ways to help you pay for college. There may be a scholarship or grant available that you’ve overlooked. Or it may be as simple as cutting back on expenses. Read the next issue of Insiders and find out.

Ford hopes this next issue of Insiders will give you a “better idea” for paying your way through college. And if you need a set of wheels to get you around campus, check out the sporting Ford’s for the 80’s.

Look for Insiders—Ford’s continuing series of College newspaper supplements.
**Sports**

**Stargell two-run home run lifts Bucs to ’79 Series title**

Baltimore Orioles and make the final Pirates run.

"I don't think of this as stats days''--those precious moments you have an opportunity, go for goal," he urged. And go for goal they did.

The victory upped the Irish record to 12-7-1, as Stargell two-run home run.

**Baltimore (AP) - Remarkable Bill Stargell cracked a game-winning, two-run homer Wednesday night to give Pitts-burgh a 4-1 triumph over the Milwaukee Pirates only the fourth team to win games.
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